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1> In the classic horror movie Psycho, how much money did Marion Crane steal?
2> What is Sigourney Weaver's character in the sci-fi thriller series Alien?
3> Who wrote 'The Shining'?
4> Where did Michel Delassalle work? (Les Diaboliques)
5> Who was chasing the dog at the very beginning of 'The Thing'?
6> What was Nosferatu's other identity? (Nosferatu, 1922)
7> Who directed The Exorcist (1973)?
8> What country is Roman Polanski, the director of Rosemary's Baby, from?
9> What was the first movie in the "... of the Dead" series by George A. Romero?
10> What kind of bird was the first to attack in "The Birds" by Alfred Hitchcock?
11> Who played the main character, Susy Hendrix, in 1967 film "Wait Until
Dark"?
12> What were the children allergic to in the film, "The Others" (2001)?
13> What was the full title of the third movie about Freddy Krueger?
14> When did the original, Japanese version of 'The Ring' come out?
15> What city did the newlyweds go to in Shutter (2008)?
16> Who killed the teenagers at Camp Crystal Lake?
17> Who was the first victim after the plane explosion in 'Final Destination'?

18> What was the name of a man working in the same hospital as Dr. Gordon?
19> Where does Dana Scully work at the beginning of The X-Files - I Want To
Believe?
20> Boris Karloff is known best as a...?

Answers:
1> $40.000 - The shower scene is iconic in cinema history.
2> Ellen Ripley - 'Nostromo' is a name of one of Joseph Conrad's novels.
3> Stephen King - The movie, based on a book, had a few major differences, for
example Jack regained sanity moments before he died.
4> In a school - Les Diaboliques was directed by Henri-Georges Clouzot.
5> The Norwegians - People who can speak Norwegian have a major spoiler at
the beginning of the movie – they are told why the dog is being chased.
6> Graf Orlok - This classic film is based on the story 'Dracula'.
7> William Friedkin - Friedkin was inspired by the demon mask in the movie
Onibaba to portray girl.
8> Poland - Rosemary's Baby features a story from Polanski's life.
9> Night of the Living Dead - Night of the Living Dead was the first movie filmed
in Pittsburgh.
10> A seagull - Mel Brooks parodied many Hitchcock's films in his film 'High
Anxiety' from 1977.
11> Audrey Hepburn - The movie scored over $11 million.
12> Sunlight - The movie was shot in Spain, where the house is located.
13> A Nightmare on Elm Street 3 - Dream Warriors - Freddy's Revenge was the
second movie of the franchise, while the Dream Master – the fourth.
14> 1998 - The original title of the movie is 'Ringu'.
15> Tokyo - The movie was directed by Masayuki Ochiai.
16> Jason Voorhees - Jason was played by Steve Daskewisz in the first Friday the
13th installment.
17> Tod, Alex's best friend - The movie was filmed in Alabama and Vancouver.
18> Zep - Zep Hindle was played by Michael Emerson, also known for his role in
the tv-series Lost.
19> A hospital - While Diana is working in the hospital, Mulder is living the life of
a fugitive.
20> Monster - Boris Karloff's character is simply known as 'The monster' or
'Frankenstein's monster'. Frankenstein was the name of doctor.
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